Booklist and Reader’s Advisory, July 2017

Recently published architectural books and related works, selected by Barbara Opar, architecture librarian, Syracuse University Library.

NOTE: Links to purchasing information generally taken from amazon.com or Michael Shamansky Bookseller (artbooks.com). Amazon will donate .5% of the price of your eligible AmazonSmile purchases to Society of Architectural Historians whenever you shop on AmazonSmile using this link.

Reader’s Advisory: Online Resource
The Drawings of the Florentine Painters by Bernard Berenson. An Online Catalogue.

Bernard Berenson’s Drawings of the Florentine Painters is a digital resource based on Berenson’s publication of the same name. This research tool allows you to search for any of the drawings listed in the three editions (1903, 1938 in English, 1961, in Italian). Filters allow you to search Berenson’s information by artist, title (in English or Italian), location, and technique. Each entry includes key information from all three editions of Berenson’s text, as well as the current location, an image of the catalog page, and plates included in 1903, most entries also have links to museum webpages, including images.

Booklist
Architects


**Architecture, Ancient**


**Architecture, Medieval**


**Architecture, Modern**


**Architecture – Belgium**


**Architecture – Ethiopia**


**Architecture – Germany**

**Architecture – India**


**Architecture – Ireland**


**Architecture – Israel**


**Architecture – Italy**


**Architecture – Japan**


**Architecture – The Netherlands**


**Architecture – United States**


**Architectural Theory**


**Architecture & Society**


**Building Types**


**Historic Preservation**


**Landscape Architecture**


**Masterworks**


**Reference**


**Sustainability**


Urban Design


